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ROME AND THE EMPIRE 

This tour  has no fixed starting time it lasts 4hrs. 
Could be booked as a Special Transfer , directly from the airport you ll start 
enjoying the beauty of Rome saving time,or you can book it as a Shore 
excursion on your  day of staying in Rome or even half day before of getting 
back to your ship in Civitavecchia during your  cruise  
The  final price  is defined according to  number of pax;  
Pick up is at your accommodation and will be defined according to your 
needs, 
Pick up is at Fiumicino airport if it s booked as a Special Transfer  
if you wish to book it as  Shore Excursion to or from Civitavecchia  let us 
know will apply a special  fare  for transfer and tour   
The route is: 
Ancient Ostia  – Circus Maximus- Bocca della Verità- Pantheon- Navona 
Square  

Main points  of this tour are of course the Ancient Ostia excavations  here 
you ll have a real idea of the aspect  in Roman times cause Ostia was its 
port ,after you ll see the huge Circus maximus then to The Pantheon  a 
temple that has been functioning for more than 2000 years, deity and 
religions changed , but the Pantheon is still there and for some aspects is 
still to be understood how it has been built cause the dome is a architectural 
masterpiece! 
Places order is interchangeable ; 
You ll stop in each attraction and will have time to take pictures and enjoy 
yourself.   
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Our English Speaking driver  will be happy to give you brief description of the 
monuments and introduce you to the beauty of Rome,our drivers are local 
so that they can easily tell you about their own city. 

OPTIONAL:  It can also book it  as a guided  tour. 
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